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Bunny Attack tried to hit The Piecemaker with its hammer but it had no effect. Basenji drove straight over the
back of Techno Trousers who appeared to have mobility problems. Basenji drove under The Piecemaker and
slammed it into the Disc of Doom trigger before attacking the sluggish Hannibal. Basenji then got under
Techno Trousers and pushed it aside. Refbot counted Techno Trousers out and Sir Killalot picked the beaten
machine up and spun it around before letting it go. Hannibal had also broken down and started smoking. Bash
pushed Techno Trousers onto the floor flipper. At the same time, Bunny Attack was pushing The Piecemaker
towards the flipper as well. Techno Trousers Edit Basenji dives into the pit For this match, Hannibal replaced
its lifting forks with ramming spikes. Bunny Attack once again attacked the much smaller Piecemaker, hitting
it with its hammer while Basenji pressed the pit release button. Basenji rammed into Hannibal and pushed it
into the wall near the pit. Hannibal drove away but Basenji drove right behind Refbot straight into the pit.
Dead Metal buried its saw into The Piecemaker, spraying showers of sparks. Bunny Attack got behind
Hannibal and hit it several times with its hammer. Hannibal drove away and Bunny Attack gave chase.
Hannibal pressed the disc of doom trigger and Bunny Attack rammed Hannibal again, only to get caught on
the steam pit. The judges chose to eliminate The Piecemaker. Bunny Attack drove onto the Disc of Doom
which then spun up. Bunny Attack was spun around and thrown off of the disc. Hannibal rammed into Bunny
Attack, bending its own spikes in the process. Hannibal and the house robots continued to attack Bunny
Attack, ripping up its fur. Bunny Attack escaped and hammered Hannibal one more time as Shunt pressed the
pit release button. Both robots appeared to be running out of power as time ran out. The judges decided that
Hannibal had won the battle and the Annihilator. Tell us what you took. You put the carrot there and they took
it back.
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Robbing heroes of their power and adding them to his collection. Goals Become the greatest supervillain of all
time by destroying Skylar Storm, Kaz, and Oliver failed, but briefly succeeded with Skylar until she was
revived. He is the supervillain who caused Skylar to lose her powers. However, later upon their return, the
Annihilator brainwashed Skylar, turning her evil.. He used a device containing a serum that can contaminate
superpowers and link them to his control. The first of his victims was Skylar Storm herself. History The
Annihilator was mentioned in "Saving the People Who Save People" when Skylar tells Kaz and Oliver that the
Annihilator took her powers in a battle and left her standing there in her underwear. Taking a weapon the
Annihilator had stolen from a hero, Kaz tried to save his friend, but the Annihilator just absorbed the weapons
affect. However Kaz then used it to burst several pipes filling the room with steam. In the confusion they
escaped. They returned the powers to Skylar, but before she could reabsorb them, the Annihilator arrived
having placed a tracking chip on the container. He then tried to kill Skylar. A fight broke out between them,
using a hologram Skylar managed to distract and defeat him. The Annihilator was captured by security.
However upon taking her powers back, Skylar was corrupted. The Annihilator revealed he had altered the so
he could now control Skylar. Oliver and Kaz, where soon captured and placed in Mighty Max prison, along
with Alan. However they managed to get free when Alan was scared enough he turned into a blue whale and
burst them out. Horance managed to continue avoiding, until they finally got him to reveal it. However as he
described it as a potato chip, Oliver and Kaz had already eaten it. To get it out the Annihilator tried to cut them
open. But Kaz fooled him into using a forest ray, immobilizing them both for a short while. Getting free they
faced them, only for Titanio to arrive with a small army of heroes. The Annihilator and Skylar fought them
off, but where soon overwhelmed by the sheer number of heroes. However at the last minute, Skylar
remembering what Oliver and Kaz had said earlier, had Megahurtz blast a canister containing Rewinds power
which the Annihilator had also stolen sending them back in time before her reveal. Due to a mutation he began
to display powers, ostracized from the community, he went under the guidance of Hapax the Elder, who taught
him to use his powers hoping he would be a great hero. They managed to convince him to help, but at that
moment the Annihilator and Skylar ambushed them. Arriving he had Skylar freeze Oliver and Kaz, and
planned to destroy them. At that moment however Hapax returned, realizing this he freed them and took on
the Annihilator, the fight carrying on, the Annihilator managed to get the upper hand. But Oliver managed to
grab his blaster and threatened to shoot him unless Skylar surrendered. However Skylar instead hit the
Annihlator with a powerful energy blast seemingly killing him, having decided that she wanted to rule the
universe herself. However Oliver managed to defeat Skylar and had Hapax drain her corrupted powers,
turning her good again. At that moment the Annihilator shot Skylar, revealing he was still alive. Oliver and
Kaz got her to Mighty Med, but it was too late and Skylar died. Thankfully she was resurrected, depriving the
Annihilator of his final victory.
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Come up with a boss name for the title, and if desired add some stats and or back story in the comments, but
please reserve titles FOR boss names and comments for descriptions. Subreddit Rules Rule 1: All posts must
have a short, boss enemy type style title. We thoroughly encourage you to come up with a creative boss name,
reference other posts for good examples. Do not use "Destroyer of Worlds" in your title. If your title does not
meet this rule we can help suggest a new one. Additionally, we automatically remove posts that have
extremely overused phrases in it "Destroyer of Worlds, etc. All posts must be in the style of a boss fight. No
text posts - shoot us a modmail if you have any questions or suggestions! This includes but is not limited to:
All posts must lead directly to an image file, gif, or large hosting website. YouTube videos are also OK.
Reposts will be removed at the moderators discretion, this includes but is not limited to reposts with the same
title as previous submissions. We allow some images to recirculate if a period of time has passed, or if it
previously did not receive much attention. If your post is part of a cluster of submissions of the same image, it
will be removed. Please check to see if your image has already been posted, especially if you are visiting us
through a link. Posts of the Tuba Man in any form will result in a 7 day ban. Please be sure to rename your
files to something unique! If your post is removed for rule 5 due to our bot it will stay removed! Posts deemed
low quality or unfit for the subreddit will be removed. This includes certain composite or shopped images. See
a submission or comment that breaks these rules? Please include a link if you are reporting a repost. We will
always try to notify you when a submission is removed. If you violate the rules purposefully multiple times,
especially rules 3 and 4. Blatant severe violations to rule 3 may result in an immediate ban, but - as above - it
can be appealed. Any user posting personal information doxxing will be immediately banned and reported to
the admins as per reddit rules.
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This original version of "Annihilator" was released on the special edition of the album Schizo Deluxe. This
lineup lasted a year, producing a demo titled "Welcome To Your Death" during their time together. The demo
received worldwide recognition and became highly sought after. After John Bates and Dave Scott left the band
before its release, citing "artistic differences" and "personality conflicts", Jeff Waters and drummer Paul
Malek recorded another successful demo titled Phantasmagoria in A third demo was recorded by Waters and
Malek in and was sent only to labels. It included more songs that would end up on the first two Annihilator
studio albums. Waters relocated to Vancouver in , where he assembled an entire line-up, including drummer
Ray Hartmann and former D. Once the album was finished, he hired bassist Wayne Darley and guitarist
Anthony Greenham. Rise to fame â€” [ edit ] Annihilator gained more recognition in the metal community
with the release of their debut album, Alice in Hell , in After opening up for Judas Priest , and then
little-known Pantera and headlining tours around the world, Hartmann and Pharr left the band and were
replaced by Mike Mangini though the band would find a more permanent replacement in Randy Black and
Aaron Randall, respectively. The band was signed to Sony USA by this point. Bassist Wayne Darley had to
leave the band in August as he was unable to enter Japan, where the band was touring in support of the album.
Annihilator was among the many metal bands dropped by Roadrunner Records and most other labels that
year. Brief hiatus and later years â€” [ edit ] Annihilator temporarily dissolved, but Jeff Waters kept the band
name going when he, along with drummer Randy Black, recorded and released King of the Kill in Jeff Waters
continued performing lead vocals until By the time Remains was being recorded, Waters was the sole
remaining band member. The album featured an electric drum machine programmed by Jeff Waters, of course
and there was no tour in support of it. Reunion with Randy Rampage and Joe Comeau era â€” [ edit ] Inspired
after seeing Slayer perform in Vancouver in the summer of , Waters decided to reunite the Alice in Hell
line-up to record another album. All members apart from Wayne Darley, who had health problems, agreed to
reunite. This lineup released Criteria for a Black Widow and toured successfully. However, Rampage was
fired following the tour for his erratic and often drunken behaviour. Then- Overkill guitarist and former Liege
Lord frontman Joe Comeau requested to replace him during the tour, while Curran Murphy replaced Davis on
guitar and Randy Black rejoined on drums. During the early s, Annihilator released the albums Carnival
Diablos and Waking the Fury , both triumphant thrash metal masterpieces. In , Annihilator released their
twelfth album Metal. Annihilator returned to Canada for two live shows, making it the first time since that the
band had played live in North America. Annihilator released their fourteenth studio album entitled Feast on 23
August Dave Padden left the band sometime in December via a phone call to Jeff Waters, informing him of
his desire to step away from the constant touring in order to spend more time with his family. Waters
unsuccessfully attempted to persuade Padden to remain in the band, offering him a pay rise. He later admitted
in a German radio interview to being emotionally shaken by the departure. After a number of weeks searching
for a replacement vocalist, Waters decided that he would handle vocals himself once again, in addition to
doing everything but play drums in the studio. Never, Neverland singer, Coburn Pharr surprised audiences
when he returned for a short time on Tons of Metal concert in January By April , Annihilator had begun work
on their fifteenth studio album. Fabio Alessandrini joined Annihilator shortly thereafter. That kind of is the
opposite of what I used to do in the earlier days. And they remained heavy back then; the choruses would end
up being heavy. So you really heard a song that had a lot of the Master of Puppets era of music from Metallica
, and you really heard a Megadeth -y song on there, and you really heard in my vocals some Hetfield and
Mustaine -isms. And I think that was great, as a fan, to get it out, but I think I need to do more of my own
thing on the next record.
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All five robots quickly converged into the centre of the arena with Razer turning to attack Spawn of Scutter.
As plucky as ever, to take on Razer! Behemoth abandoned Attila the Drum to lift up Spawn of Scutter and
both scoop-wielding robots forced Razer and Spawn of Scutter over the flame pit, nearly turning them over.
Razer takes Spawn of Scutter in a grizzly grip, and Attila the Druuuuuuum Onslaught then flipped Razer as its
wings reached their highest degree, turning it onto its other side. Behemoth then intercepted, but the inverted
Razer clung onto its scoop, even when Onslaught lifted it up. Spawn of Scutter eventually separated Razer
from Behemoth and pushed it back towards the flame pit, where it eventually righted itself. It then grabbed
hold of Onslaught just underneath its scoop, but Behemoth broke the two apart. Razer turned its attention to
Behemoth, but just missed crushing through its side armour. If in trouble, run away, run away, live to fight
another day. Onslaught overturned Razer whilst it was distracted, only for Behemoth to turn it over too. It
barged underneath Attila the Drum regardless as Spawn of Scutter pushed Razer back onto its wheels. Razer
dodged away from the other robots as Spawn of Scutter pushed underneath Attila the Drum, before turning on
Behemoth, who seemed to be lacking full mobility. It managed to grab Behemoth right behind its scoop, but
only managed to crumple it a bit. Razer let Behemoth go, only to attack from the side and cut straight through
its side panel. As the other three robots engaged in a minor shoving match, Razer let Behemoth go again, but
its mobility problems meant it could do nothing to prevent Razer crushing through the side panel again.
Behemoth was now showing no signs of mobility and Razer pushed it across the arena as the other three
robots stayed out of the way. This was until Spawn of Scutter, still stuck in reverse, rammed into Razer,
followed by Onslaught and Attila the Drum. As Razer released it, Behemoth gained a minimal amount of
mobility, but Spawn of Scutter suddenly stopped moving after Razer let go of it. Onslaught rammed into Attila
the Drum, narrowly missing a mace blow, whilst Sgt Bash grappled hold of Behemoth just before Cease was
called. Spawn of Scutter, have they survived? We just seem to have lost either reception or power from the
receiver to the rest of the robot.
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June 22, - 2 years 4 months ago The Annihilator is one of the final bosses in the game. He is a hulking fellow,
with a very large mace that he likes to charge with electricity. Edit Phase One The boss has several phases,
each with him getting a bit tougher. The first is fairly easy. He will swing his mace at you in a few different
styles. Although these can be blocked, the amount block will depend greatly on your shield and the lightning
damage it blocks. This phase should just have you dodging around and taking quick stabs at him between his
swings. Avoid the end of his mace at all costs, as it hurts, even in heavy armor. Edit Phase Two During the
second phase of the battle, the boss will be able to throw his mace in a straight line towards you. The wind up
animation is very clear when he is doing this. It takes seconds to wind up, and then the boss stands still for
seconds as he waits for his mace to return. This new attack, is actually his greatest weakness, as the cooldown
is so long that you can get in close and strike him several times with no worries of retaliation. Edit Phase
Three During the third phase, he gains a very annoying attack. He will call down lightning to strike himself,
then sends it out to hit you. The reason this attack sucks is due to the stun. When the screen flashes you get
stunned, and are virtually guaranteed to be hit by the attack. Other than this, his pattern remains the same, so
hit him during his down time after throwing the mace, or a quick hit in between his melee combos. Edit Phase
Four The final phase will see no new attacks added, but you will notice that lightning now surrounds the boss.
This is just to indicate that he is going to hit harder now. His melee attacks pack an extra punch, so be cautious
and choose your shots wisely.
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He was the villain who caused Skylar to lose her powers and turn her evil. He serves as one of the two main
antagonists in Season 2 , replacing Wallace and Clyde. After his death, Mr. Terror became the second main
antagonist in the second season. Contents Biography Origin Neil Gunzenhauser was born on earth, and started
exhibiting his mutant powers as a child. Everyone teased and tormented him from being a freak, so he
withdrew from society. But Neil decided to use his powers for evil, to make everyone suffer the way he
suffered. Hapax The Elder was so upset about being betrayed that he went into self-imposed exile on the
planet Caldera. Fortunately, his plan failed when Oliver became suspicious of Experion. He used a device
containing a serum that can contaminate superpowers and link them to his control. The first of his victims was
Skylar Storm herself. The Annihilator met his end on Caldera, at the hands of his Hapax the Elder. It also took
Skylar some time to be accepted again by the hospital staff. Skylar felt that her goal of regaining her powers
and becoming a superhero again was unattainable, until Chase Davenport found a way to restore her powers.
His face is never seen or revealed in the flesh. The only clues we have to his appearance are in the few images
we see of him in the comics as a young boy. Powers and Abilities Potentikinesis - He can override the powers
of other superheroes after tampering with them with his serum and assume control over them. Power
Absorption - He can absorb power and energy and weaponize it. Power Granting - He can also give evil
superpowers to his minions. Super Strength - Able to smash tables with his fists and throw Skylar through the
air. Typhokinesis - He was able to clear all the smoke, by absorbing it. Annihilation Inducement - His main
power is to annihilate everything. Telekinesis - He made the power cannon come to him when it was all the
way across the room. Pyrokinesis - He was able to make fireballs with Skylar Storm. Super Agility - Despite
his huge size and build, he was able to jump into the air and do a karate kick. Space Survivability - He can
survive the vacuum of space. Equipment Power Cannon - His weapon of choice is a powerful bazooka-like
cannon that emits powerful laser blasts. He can also convert the power he absorbs as ammunition for his
weapon. He also has containers he uses to convert superpower blasts into ammunition for his cannon.
Superpower Contamination Serum - The Annihilator invented a serum that would be used to contaminate
superpowers and turn superheroes into his evil servants.
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Development[ edit ] General John T. Thompson , who originally envisioned an " auto rifle " semi-automatic
rifle to replace the bolt action service rifles then in use. While searching for a way to allow such a weapon to
operate safely without the complexity of a recoil or gas operated mechanism, Thompson came across a patent
issued to John Bell Blish in based on adhesion of inclined metal surfaces under pressure. Ryan , and started
the Auto-Ordnance Company in for the purpose of developing his "auto rifle". It was primarily developed in
Cleveland, Ohio. Payne, and George E. By late , the limits of the Blish Principle were discovered: It was
found that the only cartridge currently in U. Thompson then envisioned a "one-man, hand-held machine gun"
in. Payne designed the gun itself and its stick and drum magazines. The project was then titled "Annihilator I"
and by , most of the design issues had been resolved. However, the war ended two days before prototypes
could be shipped to Europe. While other weapons had been developed shortly prior with similar objectives in
mind, the Thompson was the first weapon to be labeled and marketed as a "submachine gun". It was available
to civilians, although poor sales resulted from the expense of the weapon: M Thompsons were sold in small
quantities to the United States Postal Inspection Service [24] to protect the mail from a spate of robberies [25]
and to the United States Marine Corps. Federal sales were followed by sales to several police departments in
the US and minor international sales to various armies and constabulary forces, chiefly in Central and South
America. It was popular with the Marines as a point-defense weapon for countering ambush by Nicaraguan
guerrillas , and led to the organization of four-man fire teams with as much firepower as a nine-man rifle
squad. The remainder made their way to the Irish Republican Army by way of Liverpool and were used in the
last month of the Irish War of Independence â€” There were two military types of Thompson SMG. The MA1
had provisions for box and drum magazines. It had a Cutts compensator , cooling fins on the barrel , employed
a delayed blowback action and its charging handle was on the top of the receiver. The M1 and M1A1 had a
barrel without cooling fins, a simplified rear sight, provisions only for box magazines, employed a straight
blowback action and the charging handle was on the side of the receiver. The Thompson had to be cocked,
bolt retracted ready to fire, to attach the drum. It attached and detached by sliding sideways, which made
magazine changes slow and also created difficulty in clearing a cartridge malfunction "jam". Reloading an
empty drum with cartridges was an involved process. In contrast, the "XX" twenty-round box magazine was
light and compact, it tended not to rattle, and could be inserted with the bolt safely closed. It was quickly
attached and detached and was removed downward, making clearing jams easier. The box tripped the bolt
open lock when empty, facilitating magazine changes. An empty box was easily reloaded with loose rounds.
However, users complained it was limited in capacity. In the field, some soldiers taped two "XX" magazines
together in what would be known as "jungle style" to speed magazine changes. Testers considered both
superior to either the "XX" box or "L" drum. The round box was approved as standard in December to replace
the "XX" and "L" magazines. Australian soldiers equipped with Thompson submachine guns at Tobruk ,
September 8, M1 development[ edit ] The staff of Savage Arms looked for ways to simplify the MA1,
producing a prototype in February which was tested at Aberdeen Proving Ground in March ; Army Ordnance
approved adoption as the M1 in April M1s were made by Savage Arms and by Auto-Ordnance. M1s were
issued with the round box magazine and would accept the earlier round box, but would not accept the drum
magazine. John Wisbur Bartlett Sr. The Thompson was used in World War II in the hands of Allied troops as
a weapon for scouts, non-commissioned officers corporal , sergeant , and higher , and patrol leaders, as well as
commissioned officers, tank crewmen, and soldiers performing raids on German positions. In the European
theater, the gun was widely utilized in British and Canadian commando units, as well as in the U. Army
paratrooper and Ranger battalions , where it was issued more frequently than in line infantry units because of
its high rate of fire and its stopping power, which made it very effective in the kinds of close combat these
special operations troops were expected to undertake. Military Police were fond of it, as were paratroopers,
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who "borrowed" Thompsons from members of mortar squads for use on patrols behind enemy lines. Through
Lend-Lease , the Soviet Union also received the Thompson, but due to a shortage of appropriate ammunition,
its use was not widespread. They used the Thompson extensively in jungle patrols and ambushes , where it
was prized for its firepower, though it was criticized for its hefty weight and poor reliability. Difficulties in
supply eventually led to its replacement in Australian Army units in by other submachine guns such as the
Owen and Austen. New Zealand commando forces initially used Thompsons but switched them for the more
reliable, lighter, and more accurate Owen during the Solomon Islands and Guadalcanal campaigns. Marines
also used the Thompson as a limited-issue weapon, especially during their later island assaults. The Thompson
was soon found to have limited effect in heavy jungle cover, where the low- velocity. In , the Army had
rejected the. Army, many Pacific War jungle patrols were originally equipped with Thompsons in the early
phases of the New Guinea and Guadalcanal campaigns, but soon began employing the Browning Automatic
Rifle in its place as a point defense weapon. M3 and M3A1 submachine guns in with plans to produce the
latter in numbers sufficient to cancel future orders for the Thompson, while gradually withdrawing it from the
first-line service. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material
may be challenged and removed. January Learn how and when to remove this template message Two Israeli
policemen, armed with Thompsons meet a Jordanian legionnaire near the Mandelbaum Gate c. The Hellenic
Armed Forces , gendarmerie and police units were equipped with Thompson submachine guns supplied by the
British and later in the war by the United States. The opposing Communist fighters of the Democratic Army of
Greece were also using Thompson submachine guns, either captured from government forces or inherited
from ELAS. ELAS was the strongest of the resistance forces during the period of Greek Resistance against the
Germans and Italians and were supplied with arms from both the British and the United States. After the
demobilization of ELAS, an unspecified number of arms were not surrendered to the government but kept
hidden, and were later used by the Democratic Army of Greece. Captured examples were later used by
Indonesian forces against Dutch forces. During the Korean War, American troops were surprised to encounter
Chinese Communist troops heavily armed with Thompsons, especially during surprise night assaults. Many of
these weapons were captured and placed into service with American soldiers and Marines for the balance of
the war. During the Vietnam War , some South Vietnamese army units and defense militia were armed with
Thompson submachine guns, and a few of these weapons were used by reconnaissance units, advisors, and
other American troops. It was later replaced by the M16 assault rifle. Not only did some U. The Viet Cong
liked the weapon and used both captured models as well as manufacturing their own copies in small jungle
workshops. They were then captured and used by the Khmer Rouge. In the conflict in Northern Ireland ,
known as the Troubles â€” , the Thompson was again used by the Irish Republican paramilitaries. The FBI
used Thompsons until they were declared obsolete and ordered destroyed in the early s. There were fewer than
40 pre-production prototypes. In , the U. Navy ordered Thompsons but requested a lower rate of fire.
Thompson requested Payne develop a method of reducing the cyclic rate of fire. This was one of the major
complaints about the weapon by U. Army personnel to whom it was issued. In addition, the gun performed
better than most after exposure to rain, dirt, and mud. When the trigger is depressed, the bolt is released,
traveling forward to chamber and simultaneously fire the first and subsequent rounds until either the trigger is
released or the ammunition is exhausted. This eliminates the risk of " cook-off ", which can sometimes occur
in closed-bolt automatic weapons. Disassembly[ edit ] The Thompson submachine gun varies in field strip
procedure, depending on the variant. When opened up, the Thompson features a small number of parts that
need to be removed including the spring, bolt, Blish Lock, and actuator bolt.
Chapter 9 : Gametron, annihilator of time : Bossfight
Annihilator returned to Canada for two live shows, making it the first time since that the band had played live in North
America. On July 10, , Annihilator headlined the Quebec City Imperial Theatre to a sold-out crowd.
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